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ABSTRACT

A prototype system, dubbed “Dactylize,” for collecting fin-
gering data automatically from actual piano performances
is described. The solution promises to be an economical
and accurate tool for developing corpora related to piano
fingering. Evaluation of an early prototype suggests accu-
racy over 99% at rates up to 12.5 notes per second.

1. OVERVIEW

Extensive corpora are essential for developing both cogni-
tive and computational models. To date, published models
developed for the piano fingering problem have relied on
small amounts of manually created data for training and/or
evaluation [7,8,10,12,16] or on humans to validate system
output ad hoc [1, 2]. Other models’ authors [5, 15], ab-
sent a gold-standard corpus, make no specific performance
claims. To our knowledge, no significant publicly avail-
able machine-readable datasets exist for this domain. The
system described here will help address this deficit.

Compared to previously suggested computer vision [4,
9, 11, 14] and vibration sensing [6] systems for piano fin-
gering detection, our approach is straightforward. We over-
lay each key of a MIDI-enabled keyboard with foil tape
and wire each foil area as digital input to a micro-controller
circuit. Similarly, we apply conductive fabric tape to the
area on each finger that contacts the keys and wire these
contacts as digital input. The circuit implements a patch
bay and detects when a particular finger is in contact with
a particular key. Essentially, the key wire, key foil, finger
tape, and finger wire collectively form a patch cord. Cou-
ple this with a synchronized flow of MIDI events, and we
are able to determine accurately which finger played each
note.

The cost to develop the system, as of this writing, is ap-
proximately $300 in addition to the cost of the underlying
digital piano. A photo album chronicling the initial system
build is at https://goo.gl/photos/nrru4XtyrzUwzhcS6.
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Figure 1. Monitor output from demonstration system.

2. HARDWARE

2.1 Digital Piano

Any MIDI-enabled keyboard may be used to build a Dactyl-
ize system. While the modifications suggested here are
reversible, the process will likely exact a toll beyond nor-
mal wear and tear. While our portable demonstration sys-
tem uses an inexpensive Korg microKEY, for serious data
collection, the best obtainable full-sized, graded, hammer-
weighted digital piano should be used. Faithful capture in
MIDI of nuances in performance may prove essential in fu-
ture analysis. We have modified a Casio Privia PX-130 that
is several years old to serve in our production system. The
Privia systems are well regarded inexpensive instruments.
The current $500 PX-160 is also recommended.

2.2 Key Wiring

The white keys of our production system have each been
covered in aluminum foil tape (inexpensive tape intended
for ductwork). The overlay for each key has been cut to
fit, with care taken to ensure that no adjoining overlays
touch each other. For contrast, half-inch strips from one-
inch copper foil tape have been used for the black keys.

Using small pieces of copper foil tape, the female ends
of 0.1-inch jumper wires have been attached to the dis-
tal surfaces of each key’s foil overlay. These wires are
collected in groups of eight using zip ties and secured to
the piano housing using self-adhesive zip tie mounts. The
other (male) ends of the jumper wires are eventually joined
to 2x8-pin housings and connected to ribbon cables that
lead to the micro-controller circuit.



Figure 2. Wired key foil overlays on production system
(left) and finger attachments (right).

2.3 Finger Wiring

Each finger attachment is constructed by affixing an octag-
onal piece—with a short rectangular extension—of con-
ductive (nickel, copper, and cobalt) ripstop fabric tape to
the tip of a latex finger cot. An additional section of tape
is added to cover the outside of the thumb, an area com-
monly contacting the keys. Stripped 6-inch stranded wire
is attached to each extension with copper foil tape and fur-
ther secured with electrical tape. Wires are collected in a
1x8-pin Dupont-style housing and mated to a ribbon ca-
ble connecting to the circuit. To reduce movement of the
hand assembly, wires are gathered and attached to a sili-
cone bracelet at the player’s wrist with a twist tie.

2.4 Micro-Controller Circuit

Closely following Drymonitis [3], we have implemented
a 16x79 patch-bay matrix circuit comprising an input shift
register circuit (with two daisy-chained 74HC165 integrated
circuit chips to cover 10 fingers), an output shift register
circuit (ten 74HC595 chips to cover 79 keys), and an Os-
oyoo Micro Pro (Arduino clone) micro-controller to drive
the monitoring activity. See Figure 4 for details.

3. SOFTWARE

The micro-controller code, again based largely on Dry-
monitis’s implementation, polls the circuit continuously for
changes in the connection state between key pins and fin-
ger pins. It sends its output serially via USB to a personal
computer, which is also connected via USB to the digital
piano. A monitoring script, written in Python and leverag-
ing the serial and mido modules, captures and time stamps
(with microsecond granularity) the serial and MIDI output
and saves these data to separate files. Finally, when a per-
formance is complete, a Perl script is executed to process
the files produced by the monitor, inferring a fingering for
each note and outputting a fingered score in a machine-
readable format (as MIDI and abcDF [13]).

The algorithm for determining these fingerings is cur-
rently quite simple. It loops through the MIDI notes and
assigns the “striking” finger as the last one to contact the
note prior to its onset time. 1 The “releasing” finger is the
last finger seen to touch the key prior to its note’s ending

1 If a release event is the last one detected for a key prior to the note
onset, the algorithm will accept the first contact event prior to the note’s
ending time. Such an event sequence is possible given the circuit latency.

Figure 3. Dactylize architecture. Credits: Piano by Juan Pablo

Bravo and hand by Dmitry Baranovskiy, both from the Noun Project.

Figure 4. Micro-controller circuit diagram.

time stamp, or, if no such finger contact is detected, the
striking and releasing fingers are assumed to be the same.

All code is open source and is maintained on GitHub at
https://github.com/dvdrndlph/dactylize.

4. EVALUATION

As a preliminary test of system performance, the first au-
thor (a non-pianist) performed a simple passage on the
white keys only of our smaller demonstration system (with
key width of 0.75 inches, compared to standard 0.94 inch
key width), ascending from C to G and returning to C. The
passage was repeated three times for a total of 25 notes
per trial. Tempo was increased from 4.2 to 12.5 notes per
second across 19 trials. We discarded two trials in which
incorrect notes were struck. The system correctly identi-
fied the finger for 421 of 425 notes, implying accuracy over
99.0%. Furthermore, the system misidentified no notes.

Still, usability challenges remain. Alternative materials
are being investigated to make the finger assemblies more
robust and less unobtrusive. The micro-controller circuit is
being debugged to extend support to all 88 keys.
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